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Mission Statement 

 
Enriching communities through education and service in Thailand.  

 

 

A core belief underlying our mission is through education we help to empower             

and enable people to acquire a career and income which will break the cycle of               

poverty. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Background 
 

The R-35 school, located in the village of Bang Sak about 100 km north of               

Phuket, was devastated by the 2004 tsunami. The school buildings were           

destroyed, a number of children and parents died, and many were left            

homeless. Rescuing the school and community became a massive endeavor.          

The International School Bangkok (ISB) community raised funds and rebuilt          

the school to create a learning environment well beyond the one that            

previously existed. At the same time, faculty and other associates through           

ISB recognized the need for long-term continuous support of the students.           

To this aim, ATW was founded in 2006, and became a registered foundation             

in 2009. 
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After The Wave 

Our Vision for the Future 

  

When ATW began it was to support the children impacted by the 2004             

tsunami. It is now more than 13 years later. These children have grown up,              

and with ATW's support, many have graduated or are currently attending           

college/university. 

 

The next wave of need includes scholarships and daily support for school,            

but also the wider community needs which are often a limiting factor for             

children's education. Needs such as decent housing, proper sanitation, and          

treatment for medical/dental problems. As well, we’ve since expanded our          

programs to assist families in other regions of the country, such as our             

SERVICE IN THE WILD project in Phetchabun province. 

 

We are in the process of seeking and gaining taxation rebate status and the              

funding of corporate partners and other organizations. We expect to offer           

sponsorships to any and all students that require it, right through to their             

graduation and post-secondary enrollment. A key belief of ATW is that it be             

controlled and directed by Thai people, and our success to date is largely due              

to the efforts of our Thai volunteers and organizers.  

 

The ATW volunteers are excited about the opportunity of working with others            

who are interested in continuing the groundwork that has been set. If your             

organization or corporation is looking to establish or expand its corporate           

responsibility profile then please contact us at the address below. 
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